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                                    We power up the scanner scanner.

Main logon screen is this

(Logon to windows)

User name        DWOS

Password         dwos

After that we double click  DWServer to open and we wait until it loads



After it loads we have a server icon down close to the clock

next, we can open  DWClient   

the code of the client



adm-adm    up and down

those are the main icons in the upper toolbar of the  client

The always work from the left to the right  and bellow I explain the most
useful icons

1. Order creation.

Here we create a new order

Next step is scanning (2)

2. Scanning

Here we scan our orders.

Next step is design (3)

3. Design.

Here we design and complete our order

Next step is order management (4)

4. Order management.

Here we find all orders ,no matter in what step they are.

4. User preferences.

( colors etc )



5. General settings

(material, implants, attachments etc  )

Order creation

*we fill the form from the top going down

1- number of order

2-3 . we fill in the name of the doctor and the patient, and those stay in the memory of the
program-you don’t have to fill them again next time.



To select create bridge button we must have first selected (make blue) the teeth of the
bridge and then, we press create bridge

-with  11 the order goes to next stage (scan) and we stay in that screen, so we can create a
second order

-with  12 order does to next stage,(scan) and we follow it automatically

-if we want to delete on the order whatever we have selected, we right click on the certain
tooth.

Route or route and follow to go to scanning



scanning

                                     we place the model in the scanning base of the  scanner.

We are at the scanning tab, so we find the order on the left(usually the first) we click on it
and drag it in the main window

If there are scanning data, for this order the scanner will ask us if we want to load them.

If we say no, all scanning data will be deleted, and we will have to start over.



We define what will be scanned (if we have gingiva, antagonist and what type)

With ok, we have the first fast scan

We define the scan arch



The main green ball, must always be between the 2 central teeth.

-we pull point 2 left or right to match the model arch, but we never make it shorter.



From the blue balls we can narrow the area of scanning.



1-we define the teeth we will work on

2-we trim the model

We do the following 3 in that order, after we right click on the model so we can see the
menu.

 remove scan faces

 remove small parts

 fill holes



Remove scan faces main menu…

Tools for trimming …

Initially  1 or some similar tool for select

2 for marking the selection

3 or 4 to delete or keep the selected(red)



3- we scan the dies if we click the icon in the main toolbar  or from the small toolbar
on the right of
us



4-we define margin lines and insertion axis.



Automatic option in  90% of cases will have a correct outcome.

We select it , οκ , and we carefully check if the line suggested is ok

There must not be areas with problems here, because that will create problems later on



After that we have to define the insertion axis

If we have a bridge, we check same insertion axis for all elements (and with that option
there is only I axis for all elements)

We position the die so we can look it from above and we make sure, as much as possible,
that there are no hidden areas (undercuts).we press set insertion axis, and then we check

for any problems



  .

We do the same for every tooth

After everything is finished (if not the software will warn us if we have skipped something)
we can proceed to next step, design.

In cases where the are preperation on both arches (upper and lower) and we wish to scan
both arches, there is a small detour to the way we do the scanning process.

At first the order is created normaly and we select all the teeth on both arches that are
needed to be designed.



The program automatically begins the scanning proccess from the upper arch.



The following steps are no different that the ones described before.

After the preperations are scanned, the programm requires to do one scanning of the both arches at
occlusion. This is done by placing the lower arch on top of the upper arch without unscrewing it fron
the scanner base that it already is on. The two arches can be held tight in occlusion with the help of a
silicone bite or a rubber band. What must be taken into account at this point is that the buccal faces of
the teeth must not be covered by aything. They must be visible for the scanner.

This scan is called  occlusion key scan....



...and it produces the following result...

this scan is called the ‘’occlusion key’’



The following step is to scan the lower arch

As soon as the scanning is completed along with the scanning of the preparations, it is necessary to
mesh the two arches with the occlusion key scan (the green scanning) that was done on the step
before. As you can see the upper arch is already meshed correctly because it was not moved from the
scanner base before the occlusion key scan and it doesn’t need to be corrected.





The meshing process for the lower arch is done by right click on the lower model and choosing

reposition lower arch on occlusion key scan.

This procedure uses the three-point system verification on both the model and the key scan. It must
be noted that after choosing the the three points, the button  “precise repositioning” must be pressed
in order to continue.

The margin design is done as usual for both arches



design

with right click on each tooth we have the design tools. Tools may vary according to the job
type.

Below are the basic tools

Transforms – main handles



Brown handles will move the teeth.

Blue handles will make the tooth smaller or bigger on both sides.

Green handles will make the tooth smaller or bigger only on one side.

Yellow handles are rotation handles.

Add/Remove materials-waxing like tools



Add will add material,

Το Remove will remove material,

Το Smooth will smooth surfaces and eventually also remove material,

To Morphing  ‘’ will deform the object’’.

Diameter of the brush will change either from- current size or with the left click of the
mouse pressed and turning of the wheel

Main keyboard shortcuts can be found in our website

www.stroumbos.com in the news category

there are also presets for the brush size in the user preferences icon.

Clinical handles (only in anatomical jobs.

http://www.stroumbos.com/


Clinical handles

In the space between 2 dots of the same color, if we place the cursor there, we will see a
small hand. There we can add a new dot.

If we click on a dot we remove it.

We can add or remove dots only in the local tab, and not in the global.



We have to say that the right click menu, is different each time, depending of what type of
job we work on.

Some basic option follows.

1- Recalculate ONLY THAT SINGLE TOOTH. Non reversible action that will delete any
design done on those teeth so far, and return it in default.

2- Reedit the margin line.

3- Add an attachment.



4- . Recalculate THE WHOLE BRIDGE. Non reversible action that will delete any design
done on the bridge so far, and return it in default.

5- Use of the new tooth chain option, for a better initial design suggestion.

6- Edit order. Here, reasonable changes in the order can de done. After that,
automatically recalculation of the job will occur.

When we finish design, we press check button. We make sure merge surfaces is enabled.

In next step we look if the design is ok. If so, we press check button to proceed.

If we want to make minor changes we have the waxing tool and only that available with
right click.



If we want to make even more changes and the waxing tool is not enough, we must
unmerge with right click.

After that we will have all available all tools again

Order managment



 In green we have the order details.

We do a right click on the order and not on the pen icon.

With red, we see the stage in which the order is (design-scan etc.)



Basic options.

 route forward – order will go one step ahead if possible

 route back – for example from production to design or from design to scan

 retrieve manufacturing files – retrieving the final stl file. This is the file to be
manufactured

 retrieve scan files – here we can save the scan files of that order.

 export order – exporting all elements of the order in one file, so we can work in
another scanner of sent the case to support for troubleshooting .

 save and purge – save and delete the order from the database

 purge only – only delete the order from database. non reversible action

 Generate PDF report – generation of a pdf file that contains all elements of the order
and can be viewed in 3d. Useful if we went to show the progress of the order before
we manufacture it. The other end, only needs acrobat reader software or similar to
viewδημιουργία ενός αρχείου pdf με όλα τα στοιχεία της παραγγελίας με 3d
γραφικό της παραγγελίας ενσωματωμένο.



user preferances          -         general settings.

In use settings we can modify default settings for the user, like colors, sizes etc.



Here, we can define in what order naming the order will occur.

  order              

150616  is the date ( 2015/06/18 ) and -1 means it is the first order for the day

Retrieve the stl file for that order (retrieve manufacture files).

        Name of laboratory-doctor’s name-patience name-type of job-number of teeth.



General settings.

Basic submenus follows

1- Material Management

Here we have all settings for each material.

The default materials can be copied, renamed, modified so the final stl file will meet your
needs in fitting, thickness etc.



2- Dentist management and preferences

Managing doctors.

Here you can type all doctor’s data. Even more, personal settings can be made, for
each doctor separately, so each time you select a doctor in the order creation tab, his

personal settings you have specified will overcome the general material setting, so you
can have perfect results

3-Attachment kits –here you can manage attachment kits.

4-Implant kits –here you can see details and manage implant kit libraries.



5-Scanner calibration – here, you can perform the fast calibration of the scanner

.




